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'wear and tear' becomes Carlylese 'tear and wearV and Emerson
acquires an exclusive property (so at least one hopes) in 'nothing-
or little'. The novice need scarcely be warned against in-
fringing these writers' patents; it would be as unpardonable as-
stealing the idea of a machine for converting clean knives into-
dirty ones. Hackneyed phrases become hackneyed because they
are useful, in the first instance; but they derive a new efficiency
from the very fact that they are hackneyed. Their precise form
grows to be an essential part of the idea they convey, and all
that a writer effects by turning such a phrase backwards, or
otherwise tampering with it, is to give us our triteness at second-
hand ; we are put to the trouble of translating "tear and wear*,
only to arrive at our old friend 'wear and tear', hackneyed as.
ever.
How beautiful is noble-sentiment; like gossamer-gauze beautiful and
cheap, -which will stand no tear and wear.—carlyle.
Bloated promises, which end in nothing or little.—emerson.
The universities also are parcel of the ecclesiastical system.—
EMERSON.
Fox, Burke, Pitt, Erskine, Wilberforce, Sheridan, Romilly, or what-
ever national man, were by this means sent to Parliament.—emerson.
And the stronger these are, the individual is so much weaker.—
EMERSON.
The faster the ball falls to the sun, the force to fly off is by so much
augmented.—emerson.
The friction in nature is so enormous that we cannot spare any
power. It is not question to express our thought, to elect our way, but
to overcome resistances.—emerson.
1 Now that the O.E.D. is available for T, I find that 'tear and wear', though,
much the rarer form, is not, as we supposed, peculiar to Carlyle, and is rather
a national (Scottish) than a personal variant.—H. W. F.

